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is impossible here to catalog all the accomplishments of officers, committees, sections, publications, representatives, and general membership. Solid progress has been achieved on many projects which contribute to library betterment, and though these are not dramatic, they are, in large measure, the fabric out of which ACRL's long-haul success is made. Some new developments may constitute news. Two committees have been graduated to section status. The Rare Books Section is the outgrowth of the Committee on Rare Books, Manuscripts, and Special Collections, aided by a committee with perhaps the longest and dullest title in our history—coupled with the shortest and brightest life—the Special Committee to Study the Possibilities of Section Status within ACRL for Those Interested in Rare Books. The Subject Specialist Section is the fusion of our old Pure and Applied Science Section with the large group of special librarians whose request for divisional status within ALA was denied and whose divisional membership was transferred to ACRL. Both sections enrich ACRL, particularly in reference to our research interests.

A few committees call for special mention. The Standards Committee will present a report and panel discussion on its progress in evolving college library standards at San Francisco. The Special Committee on Activities Development, with a preliminary report already published in CRL's May issue, will take another step forward during the San Francisco meetings. The Foundation Grants Committee again disbursed funds to college libraries and searched for new money. The Committee on Financing College and Research Libraries was dismissed with thanks, as its reason for being is no longer a direct responsibility of ACRL. The members of this committee were instead asked to serve on a new committee to investigate the feasibility of an awards program in ACRL. A joint committee with the Association of American Colleges is off to a successful start.

I am sure the membership of ACRL joins in my pleasure and satisfaction at the recent appointment of Richard Harwell as associate executive secretary of ALA. It is a gratifying recognition of the vital position of ACRL within our larger organization that its executive secretary should be chosen for the added responsibilities of this key position, and it is a sincere compliment to Mr. Harwell's effectiveness in his work for ACRL. I am convinced that his conduct of wider ALA affairs will further strengthen ACRL's position as a most important division of ALA.

Our publications program continues to be one of the outstanding fields of operation of ACRL. We are proud of CRL which, under the editorship of Maury Tauber, maintains a strong position among library periodicals and numbers among its contributors the leading scholarly and academic librarians. Transfer of the production aspects of our monographs series to ALA's Publishing Department increases the efficiency of our work in that area without affecting the editorial policy or quality of it. Under its new editor, Mrs. Margaret Toth, our microcard series gains further prestige.

We are sorry to lose Floyd Cammack as our publications officer. He is leaving for Cornell in September to work for a doctorate in general linguistics. We are grateful for his fine work with us. In his stead we shall welcome Peter Demery, who comes to us from the Marquette University Library.

The beauties and hospitality of San Francisco will be hard to resist, but a glance at the programs planned for the annual conference convinces me that we have an exciting conference coming up. Many of the talks center on books, a delightful re-emphasis on first principles, and the whole program is diversified enough to satisfy all interests. The patient is once again taking solid food.—Eileen Thornton, ACRL President.
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OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS

Barnes & Noble, Inc. supplies books not obtainable from publishers immediately from stock of over a million volumes or in reasonably quick time through free Search Service. Send lists to Dept. CR, Barnes & Noble, Inc., 105 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N.Y.

Colonial Book Service—Specialists in supplying the out-of-print books as listed in all library indices (Granger Poetry; Essay and General Literature; Shaw; Standard; Fiction; Biography; Lamont; Speech; etc.) Want lists invited. 23 East 4th St., New York 3, N.Y.

International Congresses is one of our specialties. Foreign books and periodicals, current and out of print. Albert J. Phiebig. Box 352, White Plains, N.Y.

Stanley Gilman, American History, Newspaper History and Out of Print Books. Box 131, Cooper Station, New York 3, N.Y.
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AMERICANA—Catalogs Issued, re: early West and Southwest, early printed American Voyages & Travels, Ranches, Cowboys, Indians, Outlaws, Sheriffs, early American Novels etc., free on request. William F. Kelleher, 544 Westview Ave., Cliffside Park 10, N. J.

HUMANITIES REFERENCE LIBRARIAN in large college library, 45 minutes from Times Square, in residential area. Fifth-year library school degree required. Minimum of 3 years reference experience, preferably in an academic library; administrative experience or potential desirable. Starting salary up to $5,300, depending on experience; annual increments in rank to maximum of $6,200. New salary schedule under consideration. Work week 35 hours 30 during the summer. 6 weeks paid vacation, excellent health and retirement plans. Faculty status and tenure after 3 years of successful service. New air-conditioned building under construction. Box 230, ACRL, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago 11, Ill.

A NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY has excellent opportunity for an assistant librarian to head public services, coordinate library activities, undertake special studies and surveys toward improvement of services, develop public relations programs, and assist librarian in general operations. Good beginning salary; one month vacation; new, beautiful, highly functional, air-conditioned library building; ideal surroundings. Varied experience, administrative ability and professional competence desired. Box 240, ACRL, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago 11, Ill.

REFERENCE LIBRARIAN Position open. Duties would include supervision of audio-visual services on the campus. Salary approximately $4,800, depending upon qualifications. Apply to librarian, Lewis & Clark College Library, Portland, Oregon.

WALTER J. JOHNSON, INC.
Sale and Acquisition of
· Scientific periodicals: complete sets, short runs, single volumes—all fields, all languages
· Scientific books: out-of-print—domestic, foreign
· Complete subscription service for domestic and foreign periodicals
· All new books of U. S. and foreign publishers.

Send requirements and offers to

WALTER J. JOHNSON, INC.
111 Fifth Avenue
New York 3, New York
Telephone: ORegon 7-6713
Branch offices in Los Angeles, London, and Frankfurt
Catalogues available on request

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.

David Low
Booksellers Ltd.

Emmington, Chinnor
Oxford, England

Have specialized for the past 25 years in Scarce, Unusual, and Out-of-Print Books on the Histories of Trades, City Companies, Bibliography, Economics, and Travel. Catalogs issued: No. 129 on request.

Enquiries and Wants Lists Welcomed
Rinehart & COMPANY, INCORPORATED

 Publishers of

 College Texts and Reference Works in
 26 academic areas

 RINEHART EDITIONS

 The paperback series of great literature—English, American, Classical, and Continental—known everywhere for their accurate texts, authoritative editing, and readable prize-winning format.

 96 volumes
 in print, or in press

 Sole Distributors
 in the United States, Canada, and the Republic of the Philippines

 of

 131 volumes from
 HUTCHINSON'S UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

 Valued in colleges and universities throughout the world, this unique series provides brief, scholarly introductions by noted authorities to many facets of political science, literature, philosophy, the sciences, music, and most of the other major fields of study.

 Write for our latest listings.

 232 MADISON AVENUE
 NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

 CUSHING-MALLOY, INC.
 Ann Arbor, Michigan

 Printers of ACRL Monographs

 LITHOPRINTERS

 Known for

 QUALITY—ECONOMY—SERVICE

 Let us quote on your next printing

 Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
Expert Service on
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
for
ALL LIBRARIES

Faxon's Librarians Guide
free on request

For the very best subscription service at competitive prices—ask about our Till Forbidden plan.

F. W. FAXON CO., INC.
83-91 Francis Street Boston 15, Mass.
Continuous Library Service
Since 1886

Wall Maps
Desk Maps
Reference Maps
Globes
Atlases
Map Mounting
WRITE TO

Denoyer-Geppert Co.
Publishers—Importers—Exporters
5235 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40

Designed for utmost library efficiency by our technical staff, every Standard piece is built by furniture craftsmen... finished by fine-furniture specialists. Matching pieces in great variety or complete equipment for any library insure heavy duty, efficient service.

PRECISION-PLANNED
for Function... Quality ... Service

Selected by the New York Public Library, Board of Education, and scores of other institutions for functional excellence, appearance, ease of maintenance. Accepted as standard for furniture in libraries, schools, colleges, hospitals, public buildings throughout the country.

Consult Standard Specialists.
Send for fully-illustrated catalog, sent FREE.
Plans submitted without obligation.

STANDARD WOOD PRODUCTS CORPORATION
LIBRARY DIVISION
COLISEUM TOWER, 10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
*Particularly reasonable for a short time. Write for prices today!*

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
Hertzberg-New Method offer you binding and rebinding service that are unsurpassed. With the latest modern facilities—combined with years of experience and "KNOW-HOW" provides you with unexcelled quality and low prices beyond duplication.

We Invite Your Investigation

HERTZBERG-NEW METHOD, Inc.

Vandalia Road
JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
AMERICAN BOOK-PRICES CURRENT

THE 1958 ANNUAL
Ready in December
It will contain a full listing of all Books, Autographs & Mss, Broadsides, and Maps.

Sold at Auction in the UNITED STATES together with The Principal Book & Mss Sales held in LONDON, ENGLAND from July 1957 through June 1958

All of the Books & Mss sold by Sotheby & Company of London will be included.

This will mark the first appearance of English book-auction prices in the American record, and this feature will greatly extend the usefulness of the series to our subscribers.

RESERVE NOW FOR
Pre-publication price: $15 net (After publication: $18 net)

American Book-Prices Current
509 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Published this month
Agnes Lytton Reagan’s
A STUDY OF FACTORS INFLUENCING COLLEGE STUDENTS TO BECOME LIBRARIANS
ACRL Monograph No. 21

A scholarly analysis of the influences at work on the choice of a career in librarianship, Dr. Reagan’s book is based on a survey of library school graduates and was originally written as a doctoral dissertation at the University of Illinois. It shows in detail both the positive and the negative effects of individual contacts . . . publicity . . . library work experience . . . library education . . . on college students who eventually went on to library school and a career in librarianship. Introductory chapters examine previously published work in the field, the general problem of recruiting for librarianship. Here, in compact form, is basic factual background for library schools, colleges of education—for anyone engaged in library education and recruiting.

110 pages. Paper, $2.75

Since March, publishing and distribution of ACRL MONOGRAPHS are handled by the Publishing Department of the American Library Association: all ACRL Standing Orders remain in effect, exactly as in the past. For complete information on Standing Orders . . . and a special offer on ACRL MONOGRAPHS . . . write today to . . .

Sales Manager, Dept. A2
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
50 East Huron Street
Chicago 11, Illinois

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
MORE BOOKS THAN YOU CAN CARRY

in only 18 inches of shelf width with Hamilton COMPO stacks

Hamilton's unique COMPO stacks actually double the book capacity in your present library space, yet every book is in easy reach. Exclusive drawer-type sliding shelves let you place books on three sides — solves your more-books-than-space problem.

LIBRARY STACKS designed and crafted by Hamilton

HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY • TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
NEW HAFNER BOOKS

Now Available—

THE INTERNATIONAL YEARBOOK
AND STATESMEN’S WHO’S WHO

NEW EDITION—1958

An authoritative and comprehensive reference book comprising:

The States of the World—
  • Constitution and Government
  • Statistics
  • Finance and Banking
  • Transportation, Communications

Biographies of—
  • Heads of States, Ministers and Statesmen
  • World Leaders in commerce, industry, banking, church, law

The Reigning Royal Families—
  • Living members and succession

Diplomatic Representation—
  • Ambassadors and Heads of Diplomatic Missions
  • United Nations Organizations
  • International Organizations

ORDER NOW—
Special price until August 31st 1958—$20.00—(Later $25.00)

Sir John Edwin Sandys (1844-1922)
A HISTORY OF CLASSICAL SCHOLARSHIP
From the 6th Century B.C. to the 19th Century


This standard work has been unobtainable for many years. We are now reprinting it by arrangement with the Cambridge University Press. The edition will be strictly limited.

“Sandys’ greatest book was undoubtedly the ‘History of Classical Scholarship,’ which he began in 1900, and finished in 1908, although a book of such magnitude and learning might well have been the life-work of an ordinary man. The three volumes embrace the history of all scholarship from the 5th Century B.C. to the year of publication. They are not only marked by great erudition, but are eminently readable, and likely to interest many who are outside the circle of classical scholars.” (D.N.B.)

STECHERT-HAFNER, Inc.
Founded in New York 1872
The World’s Leading International Booksellers
31 EAST 10th STREET, NEW YORK 3, N.Y.